Plate removal without loss of correction after open-wedge high tibial osteotomy is possible when posterior cortex bone union reaches osteotomy gap center even in incompletely filled gaps.
The study aimed to evaluate the optimal timing for plate removal after open-wedge high tibial osteotomy (OWHTO) without loss of correction and to investigate risk factors for loss of correction after plate removal. The study presents the hypothesis that plate removal without loss of correction was possible when gap filling reached zone 2 (25-50%) on anteroposterior radiographs. Ninety-one patients (101 knees) who underwent OWHTO using the TomoFix® plate were enrolled. Plate removal was performed at an average 16.4 ± 5.4 months after OWHTO. Clinical evaluation included plate-related symptoms, the Japanese Orthopedic Association Knee Score (JOA score), and Oxford Knee Score (OKS). Radiological outcomes, including the hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA), weight-bearing line ratio (WBLR), medial proximal tibial angle (MPTA), and posterior tibial slope (PTS), were evaluated preoperatively, at plate removal and at 1 year after plate removal. Computed tomography (CT) was performed at plate removal to evaluate the flange bone union, progression rates of gap filling, and posterior cortex bone union. In addition, the risk factors for loss of correction after plate removal were evaluated. At plate removal, 63 (62.4%) knees had plate-related symptoms (mild, 56 knees; moderate, 7 knees; severe, 0). After plate removal, the JOA score did not change, whereas OKS further improved; six knees developed loss of correction. On CT evaluation at plate removal, the flange bone union was achieved in all cases; the progression rates of gap filling and posterior cortex bone union were 47.0% ± 16.6% and 62.8% ± 16.5%, respectively. A posterior cortex union rate of < 43.3% was the only predictor for loss of correction after plate removal (odds ratio: 1.38, P < 0.01). Plate removal without loss of correction after OWHTO was possible when bone union of the posterior cortex reached the center of the osteotomy gap even in incompletely filled gaps. Therapeutic case series, Level IV.